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Abstract 
A de1 Pezzo surface of degree d over a field K is a smooth projective surface X over K such 
that there exists a finite field extension over which X is isomorphic to P2 blown up in 9 - d 
rational points in “general” position. In this paper we give a detailed construction of a de1 Pezzo 
surface of degree 2 over Q having maximal Galois action on Pic(X@). We follow the method 
given by Ekedahl in [3] where, as an application of techniques used to prove the main result of 
that article, he constructs a del Pezzo surface of degree 3 over Q (a cubic surface) having this 
property. 
0. Introduction 
A smooth cubic surface is an example of a de1 Pezzo surface, namely one of degree 3. 
Over some finite field extension of the base field it is isomorphic to P2 blown up in 
6 distinct rational points. Conversely, each set of 6 distinct rational points in P2 in 
sufficiently “general” position, i.e. such that no 3 lie on one line and not all 6 lie on one 
conic, determines a smooth cubic surface. Over the field extension mentioned above, 
the Picard group of a smooth cubic surface is isomorphic to Z7, with a basis 
determined by the 6 points and a line in P2. In the second part of [3], Ekedahl gives an 
explicit construction of a smooth cubic surface X over Q such that the action of the 
Galois group Gal(&Q) on Pic(X,) is maximal, i.e. has the greatest theoretically 
attainable image in Aut( Pic( X0)). In a final remark, Ekedahl suggests that the same 
type of construction may be done for a de1 Pezzo surface of degree 2 over Q, 
isomorphic after some finite field extension to P2 blown up in 7 distinct rational 
points. The aim of this paper is to give such a construction in the degree 2-case. 
In the first section we recall the definition and some results on de1 Pezzo surfaces 
over an arbitrary field K and the action of Gal( K/K) on Pic( X,) for such a surface X. 
In particular we describe the maximal possible image G of Gal(K/K) in 
Aut( Pic( X,)). 
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In Sections 2 and 3 we give the explicit construction of a de1 Pezzo surface X of 
degree 2 over Q with maximal action of Gal( Q/Q) on Pic(X0). We begin in Section 2 
by translating the problem to finding a finite number of de1 Pezzo surfaces over finite 
fields with Frobenius automorphisms giving elements of specific conjugacy classes of 
G. In Section 3 we first construct these surfaces as blown-up P2’s and twists of these. In 
Section 3.2 we show how we can describe a de1 Pezzo surface of degree 2 over a field 
K of characteristic # 2 by means of an element of r(Pi, G,;(4)), allowing us to work 
with polynomials defined over K instead of twists of blown-up P2’s. Finally, in 
Section 3.3 we describe how to find polynomials corresponding to our de1 Pezzo 
surfaces over finite fields and give a resulting surface over Q. 
In Section 4 we note that we can also use the method of blowing up P2 and finding 
the corresponding hypersurface, i.e. a cubic surface in P3 resp. a quartic curve in P2, to 
give a de1 Pezzo surface X of degree 3 resp. 2 over Q with only trivial Galois action on 
Pic(X0). In these cases we are also able to give explicit equations for the images of the 
exceptional curves on X in P3 resp. P2, i.e. for the 27 lines on the cubic surface [7, V, 
Theorem 4.91 resp. the 28 bitangents to the quartic [8, p. 1421. 
Another type of construction of de1 Pezzo surfaces with the property that we want is 
given in [lo]. In that paper Shioda shows that using properties of Mordell-Weil 
lattices, he can give explicit constructions of de1 Pezzo surfaces X of degree d = 3 resp. 
2 over Q with maximal (or trivial) Galois action on Pic( X0). Moreover, the method 
described in [lo] also allows one to give explicit equations both for the exceptional 
curves on such a surface and for the extension of the ground field over which these are 
defined ([ 10, p. 191 for d = 3). In addition, Shioda [ 10, p. 171 notes that the same idea 
works in a more general situation that only the cases where Q is the base field. Shioda 
illustrates this with an example of a smooth cubic surface X over K = F3(t) with 
maximal Galois action on Pic(X,). 
1. Preliminaries 
Let us begin with an introduction into the theory of de1 Pezzo surfaces and the 
Galois action on their Picard groups. We work over an arbitrary field K with 
algebraic closure K and use the term surface to mean an integral separated scheme of 
finite type over Spec(K) of dimension 2; we call a surface smooth if the corresponding 
morphism to Spec(K) is smooth. 
1.1. Del Pezzo surfaces 
Definition 1. A de1 Pezzo surface is a smooth projective surface X on which the 
anti-canonical sheaf (C?;,,))’ is ample and such that Xg:= X x specCKJSpec(K) is 
birationally equivalent to Pi. We call the intersection number d = wx. wx its degree, 
where ox is the class of the canonical sheaf Sz”,,, in Pit(X). Manin [S, Theorem 
24.3(i)] gives bounds for this degree, namely 1 I d I 9. 
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It follows from [8, p. 1193 that for each de1 Pezzo surface X of degree d I 7, there is 
a finite field extension L of K such that XL is isomorphic to Pi blown up in 9 - d 
distinct rational points. 
Definition 2. We say that Y I 8 distinct rational points in P2 are in general position if 
P2 blown up in these points is a de1 Pezzo surface. 
Theorem 1. (Demazure [2, Theorem 1, p. 271) G’ tven r < 8 distinct rational points in 
P2, let X he P2 blown up in these points. The,following are equivulent: 
(a) the points ure in generul position, 
(b) each exceptional class of X contains an irreducible eflective divisor, 
(c) (1) no 3 ofthe points lie on one line, (2) no 6 of the points lie on one conic, (3) no 8 of 
the points lie on one cubic with multiplicity 2 in one of them and 1 in the rest. 
1.2. Galois action. 
Let X be a de1 Pezzo surface of degree d I 6 (3 _< r = 9 - d I 8). The following 
proposition gives us some information on Pic(X,). 
Proposition 1 (see Hartshorne [7, p. 4011). Considers distinct rational points Pi E P2. 
Let Y he P2 blown up in PI, . , P,\, and n: Y + P2 the projection. Denote by Ei the 
exceptional curve above Pi und by ei the corresponding class qf’Pic( Y). Let L be u line in 
P’ and 1 the class of rr*L in Pic( Y). Then 
(a) Pic( Y) z Z”+ ’ with generators 1, e,, . , es, 
(b) the intersection pairing on Y is given by 1.1 = 1, 1. ei = 0, pi. ej = 
(C) Wy = - 31 + xei. 
6.. 
1,’ 
(K/K), we have The Galois action on Pic(X,) is defined as follows. Given CJ E Gal 
4(a) = id x Spec( a) actmg on X x Spec(Kj S p ec(l?). We define 
Gal( K/K) -+ Aut( Pic(XK)) by CT H c#J((T)*. 
Since the Galois action preserves the canonical class ox, and the intersection pairing, 
its image is contained in the group Aut( Pic( Xx), oxK, intersection pairing) of auto- 
morphisms of Pic(X,) preserving both of these. 
Theorem 2 (Manin [S, Theorem 23.91). Let I, := (.x E Pic( XR); x wxi = x. .x = - 1 } 
denote the set of exceptional classes of Pic(X,). Let R, denote the set (x E Pic(X,); 
.Y . cux, = 0, x. .x = - 2). Then the scalar product (,) = - {intersection pairing} 
induces the structure of Euclideun space on the orthogonal complement of ox, in 
Pic( X,) OzR 2 R’+‘, m which R, is u root system oftype AI x AZ, A,, D5, E,, E,, E8, 
respectively (the sum of the indices is equul to r). Moreover, the ,following groups 
coincide: 
(a) Aut( Pic(X,), CC)~,, intersection pairing), 
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(b) the group qf permutations of the vectors in I, preserving their puirwise intersection 
numbers, 
(c) the Weyl yroup I% ‘(R,) of’R, yeneruted by the wflections with respect to the roots. 
The reflection s, w.r.t. x E Pic( X,) is given by y H y - 2(( y, x)/( x, x))x. If we define 
classes ri and b in Pic(XK) by ‘xi:= ei - ei+ 1 and /I:= 1 - e, - ez - e3, then these 
constitute a basis for R,, and the Weyl group of R, is generated by the s,, together with 
so [8, 25.5.6 & 255.61. A direct check shows that s,, acts on Pic( XK) as the transposi- 
tion (ciei+ r) while sp acts as the Cremona transformation [7, V,4.2.3]. 
We include the following proposition for a proof in Section 2.2. 
Proposition 2. Let e;, , e: E I, be such that el ei = - 6ij. Then there is u 4 E % ‘(R,) 
with 4(ei) = ei Vi. 
Proof. Let 4r E a-( R,.) be such that 4,(e:) = e,. As elements of % ‘(R,) preserve the 
intersection pairing, we see that the coefficient of e, in 4r(ei) is 0 for 1 < i I: r - 1. It 
follows by induction that proving the proposition for r = 3 is sufficient. This case can 
be checked directly using the fact that the permutations of the ei and the Cremona 
transformation generate $5 ‘(R,) (see above). Each time at most one permutation and 
one Cremona transformation is necessary. 0 
2. Construction 
We wish to construct a de1 Pezzo surface X of degree d = 2 over Q for which the 
Galois action on Pic(XJ is maximal, i.e. such that the image of Gal( Q/Q) in 
Aut( Pic(X,)) is the Weyl group YY( I$). 
2. I. Generating sets 
We can reduce the problem by introducing the following concept: a set S of 
conjugacy classes of elements of a finite group G is said to generate G, or is called 
a generating set for G, if no proper subgroup of G has a non-empty intersection with 
all elements of S. Clearly, if we have a generating set for %“( E,), then to prove the 
surjectivity of Gal( Q/Q) -+ %^( E7) c Aut( Pic( X0)) it is sufficient to show that the 
image of Gal(Q/Q) contains an element of each class in this set. While a simple 
counting argument (e.g. [3]) shows that the set of all conjugacy classes of elements of 
a group generates it, for our purpose, we would prefer to have a generating set with 
a minimal number of elements. 
Definition 3. Let G be a finite group, H s G a subgroup. Consider the permutation 
representation of G acting by right multiplication on the right cosets of H in G. The 
corresponding character is called the permutation charucter of’ G associated with H. 
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Such a character has value zero on a conjugacy class C of G iff C n H = 8. We will call 
a conjugacy class C for which this holds a witness,for H. 
The Atlas of Finite Groups [l, pp. 46-471 tells us that % ‘(E,) is the direct product 
of Z/22 with Sp,(F,). If X is a de1 Pezzo surface of degree 2, then the subgroup 
isomorphic to Sp,(F,) corresponds to the kernel of the determinant map on 
Aut( Pic( Xx), wx,, intersection pairing) 2 % ‘(E,). 
By checking the associated permutation characters given in [ 1, p. 461, we can deduce 
that for each maximal subgroup of Sp,(F2) at least one of the conjugacy classes 4A, 
5A, and 7A is a witness. Hence, the set {4A, 5A, 7A, any class of determinant - 1) 
generates % ‘(E,). 
2.2. Del Pezzo schemes 
Given a de1 Pezzo surface X over Q, we want to study the Galois action on Pic( X0) 
using Frobenius automorphisms. To do this, we see such a surface as the generic fibre 
of a certain scheme Y of finite type over Spec( R), where R = Z[ l/p,, , l/pn] for 
primes pl, . , pn, and give a connection between the Galois action on 
Pic( Yg) = Pic( X0) and that on Pic( Y,“) for each residue field F, of R. 
Definition 4. Let R be a number ring (i.e. the localization of the ring of integers of 
a number field in a finite number of primes of Z) with field of fractions K, and Y an 
integral scheme that is smooth and projective over Spec(R). We call Y de1 Pezzo 
of’ degree d over Spec(R) (1 I d I 7) if for every .Y E Spec(R) the fibre Y, of 
Y + Spec( R) is a de1 Pezzo surface of degree d over the residue field k(x) of .x. 
Example. Take 2 I v I 8 sections Si of Pj such that the corresponding points in 
Pi are in general position. Let R denote Z[ l/p,, . , l/p,], where the pj (1 I j I n) 
are those primes for which the points in P: corresponding to the si are either not 
distinct or not in general position. Then Pi blown up in the Si is de1 Pezzo of degree 
9 ~ Y over Spec(R). 
Proposition 3. Let R he u number ring, Y an integral scheme that is smooth, projective, 
and de1 Pezzo of’ degree d over Spec(R). Let K he the ,field of,fractions of R and 
m a maximal ideal of R with residue.field Fq. Let R denote the integral closure of R in 
I? and m E max( R) he such that mn R = m. Then Pic( Y,) 2 Pic( YF~) via an isomor- 
phism 0 that is compatible with the action qf D, = (a E Gal( K/K); am = m) , i.e. ,fiw 
each G E D, we have a commuting diagram 
Pic( YE) 
(id x Spec(o))* 
I 
Pic( Yn) 
I 
(id x Spec(a))* 
0 + Pic( YF,) 
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Corollary 1. In the situation above, let C be a conjugacy class of $J+.(R~_~). !f the 
Frobenius uutomorphism F: F, --f F,, x H x4, acts on Pic( Yp,) as an element qf C, then 
there is a cr E Gal( K/K) which acts as an element of C on Pic( Y,). 
Proof of Proposition 3. By definition of Y both Pic( YE) and Pic( Y,,) are isomorphic 
to Zc9 pd)+ ‘. What we must show is the existence of an isomorphism that is compatible 
with the action of D, c Gal(K/K). Let L I K be a finite Galois field extension such 
that if R’ is the integral closure of R in L and we let m’ := rfin R’ and k := R’/m’, then 
both YL and Yk are isomorphic to P2 blown up in rational points, say jPiiacp resp. 
iQj)Y=P. Let 7~: Y,. + Pi be the corresponding projection, and let Ei denote the 
exceptional curve above Pi. Recall that if 2 is a line in Pi, then the classes of n*Z 
and of the Ei (1 I i I 9 ~ d) generate Pic( Y,). Consider the morphism (I: 
Pic( Y,) + Pic( Y,) which on divisors corresponds to taking the closure in Y,, and 
restricting this to Yk. By 14, Corollary 20.31 (we may localize at m’ to get a discrete 
valuation ring) this morphism preserves intersection numbers. Hence, the Ei are sent 
to disjoint exceptional curves Ci in Y, whose classes in Pic( Y,) are also disjoint. 
Together with the class of the image of rc*Z these classes generate Pic( Y,): according 
to Proposition 2 they can be mapped by an element of %‘-( R,) c Aut( Pic( Y,)) to the 
classes of the exceptional curves above the Qj, which together with the class corres- 
ponding to a line in Pt form a basis of Pic( Y,) (see Section 1.2). Thus, 0 is an 
isomorphism Pic( Y,) + Pic( Y,); it is compatible with the action of 
D,,. := { cr E Gal( L/K); am’ = m’} c Gal(L/K) by construction. By definition of L it 
follows that 8 gives an isomorphism Pic( Y,) + Pic( Y,,) that is compatible with the 
action of D, E Gal(K/K). 
3. Explicit constructions 
Combining the results of the previous section, we see that if we can find de1 Pezzo 
surfaces over finite fields such that the Frobenius automorphisms acting on the Picard 
groups give elements of the corrrect conjugacy classes in @“(ET) (those listed in 
Section 2.1), then a de1 Pezzo scheme with these surfaces as fibres determines a surface 
over Q as desired. We choose to construct the de1 Pezzo surfaces over finite fields by 
blowing up P2. 
In the case of class 5A, we use the fact that %“(E,) has only one conjugacy class 
with elements of order 5 [l, p. 473 to choose points in P2 in such a way that the 
image of the Frobenius automorphism F acting on the blown up P2 belongs to this 
class. 
Class 5A: Consider F, = Fj5 given as an extension of F3 by an SI with 
rs +2c(+ 1 =O.LetXbeP~Jblownupin(O:1:0),(0:0:1),andtheorbitof(l:a:r”) 
under the Frobenius automorphism F : F3 + F3, x H x3; this is a de1 Pezzo surface 
of degree 2. As (id x Spec( F))* has order 5, it must belong to class 5A. 
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In the case of class 4A, on the other hand, we need extra information since K(E,) 
has several conjugacy classes with elements of order 4. If X is a de1 Pezzo surface of 
degree 2, the action of % ‘( E7) on Pic(XK) gives an S-dimensional representation of 
w’(E,), i.e. of 2/22x Sp,(F,). From [l, p. 471 we see that the corresponding 
representation of the subgroup isomorphic to Sp,(F2) must be the direct sum of the 
irreducible 7-dimensional representation given there and the trivial one. Hence, the 
trace of the action of an element of a conjugacy class of Sp,(F2) (seen as conjugacy 
class of Y#-‘( E,)) on Pic( X,) is given by the sum of the corresponding characters. 
Although different conjugacy classes can give the same trace, class 4A is the only one 
in $fi-(E,) with elements of order 4 and trace 4. 
Class 4A: Consider Fq = F,+ given as an extension of F, by an x with 
~~+651~+6~~+2=O.LetXbeP~~blownupin(1:0:0),(0:1:0),(0:0:1),andthe 
orbit of (1 : a : x3) under the Frobenius automorphism F : F7 + F,, x H x7; this is 
a de1 Pezzo surface of degree 2. The order and trace of (id x Spec( F))* are both 4, as 
we can see by considering its matrix with respect to the basis 1, e,, . , e, of Pic(X,_) 
(see Section 1.2). It follows that (id x Spec(F))* is an element of class 4A. 
Clearly, blowing P2 up in 7 points gives a de1 Pezzo surface X for which 
(id x Spec(F))* corresponds to a permutation of the generators l,e,, , e7 of 
Pic( X,). Therefore, this method is not adequate to generate the whole Weyl group of 
E7. In the following section we give another method. 
3.1. Mod$cation qf the Gulois action by twisting 
If we choose 7 rational points in P:, and let X be Piq blown up in these, then the action 
of the Frobenius automorphism F: Fq + F,, x H x4, on Pic(Xpq) is trivial. We can 
change this action by twisting by an automorphism of X and a cyclic extension of F,. 
Definition 5. Let K be an arbitrary field, X a quasi-projective scheme of finite type 
over Spec(K). Let K’ 1 K be a finite Galois extension with Galois group G and 
4 : G + AutK( X) an anti-homomorphism giving a right G-action CJ H 4(a) x Spec( cT) 
on X x spectK) Spec( K’). We call r7 = (X x spectK) Spec( K’))/G the twist of X by 4 und 
the extension K’ 1 K. 
Proposition 4. Let the situation he us above, then there is un isomorphism 
x : J? x SpectKj Spec( K’) + X x spec(K, Spec( K’) such thatfor ull CT E G we have u commut- 
ing diagram 
8 x Spec(Kj Spec( K’) id_? x SpCc(K, Spec( K’) 
a 
I 
2 
I 
X x SpecCKj Spec( K’) ‘(O) ’ Spec(rr), X x SpecCKj Spec( K’) 
Corollary 2. Let X he a de1 Pezzo swface of degree 9 - r over a,finite,field K = F, ,fiw 
which the Frohenius uutomorphism F uct.s trivially on Pic(X,). Let C be u L.onjuyacy 
cluss qf ‘w ‘(R,) and 4, G, K’ us ahoce. Suppose that (4(F) x id)* E Aut(Pic( X,)) is an 
element qf’ C. Then qfter twisting X by 4 und K’ 1 K, the Frobenius automorphism 
F acts us un element of C on Pic(r?,) z Pic(X,). 
Proof of Proposition 4. We consider only the case X = Spec(A). Let 
2 := (A @ K K’)“; then r? = Spec( A”) while 
&KK’=(A&K’)G&K’ z (A@,K’@KK’)G z (@ytGA@KK’)G, (1) 
where the last isomorphism is given by a @ x @ y H (a @ (.yx) - y), Consider the left 
G-action on 2 @ K K’ determined by 4. On the fourth term of (1) this corresponds to 
(a, 0 xs)4 I-+ ((4(o))” ug 0 xy)y0 ” Because of the invariance of 2 OK K’ under this 
action of G, we must have u, @ .x, = ($( K I))” a, 0 x, for all 0 E G, giving an 
isomorphism (0 gEG A OK K’)’ + A OK K’ via (a, 0 x,), H a, @ x,, and conse- 
quently the isomorphism x. 
The action of G on r? x spcccK) Spec( K’) via id x Spec( cr), i.e. id 0 r~ on the third term 
of(l), corresponds to (oy 0 .Y~)~ H (uoq 0 (T.Y~),~ on the fourth term of (1). Combining 
this with the isomorphism CI, we see that the corresponding Galois action on A OK K’ 
is given by u @ x H (c$( CJ))# a @ ox, giving 4(g) x Spec( c) on X x Spec,K) Spec( K’). 
Class7A: LetXbeP~~,,blownupin(1:1:1),(1:-4:-6),(1:16:7),(1:-6:16), 
(1 : - 5: ~ 9) (1 : - 9 : - 4) and (1 : 7: - 5). Let [ be a primitive seventh root of unity 
and $ the automorphism of X induced by (.x0: x1 :x2) M (.x0: iyx, : i3.xr) on 
Ps,, (which permutes the 7 points cyclically). Twisting X by 4: F’ H $i and the 
extension Fz9[t]/(t7 - 2) we get a de1 Pezzo surface 8 such that the Frobenius 
automorphism has order 7 on Pic( XF2,,), giving an element of class 7A in % .( E,). 
Class of determinunt - 1: Let X be Pi,,, blown up in (1 :O:O), (0: 1 :O), (0:O: l), 
(1:2:3),(1:7:9),(1:-5:7),and(1:5:2).Recall[7,V,4.2.3]thatoutsideof(l:O:O), 
(0 : 1 : 0), and (0 : 0: 1) the Cremona transformation corresponds to (x0 :x1 : x2) H 
(x,x,:.~~.u,:~~x,).Asthissends(l:2:3)to(l:7:9)and(l:-5:7)to(l:5:2),wecan 
extend it to an automorphism $ of X. Twisting X by 4: F’ + I/? and the extension 
F1 3 [ t]/( t2 - 2) we get a de1 Pezzo surface 2 such that the Frobenius automorphism 
has determinant - 1 on Pic(zF,,). This determinant is - 1 since the Cremona 
transformation corresponds to the reflection ss on Pic(R,,,) (see Section 1.2). 
3.2. Anti-canonical representation 
We have constructed de1 Pezzo surfaces of degree 2 over finite fields with Frobenius 
automorphisms giving elements of the conjugacy classes listed in Section 2.1. What we 
need now is a de1 Pezzo scheme with these surfaces as fibres. Since the present form of 
the surfaces is not convenient to work with, we step over to another description of de1 
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Pezzo surfaces of degree 2. We say that a morphism of schemes .f: X + Y is ,jnite 
locally free of rank n E Z 2 O if it is finite and ,f. Cx is a locally free L”,-module of rank ~1. 
We call supp( Rxiu) the rum$cution locus of .A and its image B in Y the branching locus 
of,f: If X and Y are both surfaces and B is a curve, we call it the branching curce of$ We 
can now describe a de1 Pezzo surface of degree 2 as a surface X with a morphism to P2 
which is finite locally free of rank 2 and whose branching curve is a nonsingular 
quartic. Such a morphism to P2 is defined by a basis of the space of sections of the 
anti-canonical sheaf of X [S, proof of Theorem 24.5, 245.1, and p. 1421. For each of 
the surfaces over finite fields that we have constructed we can compute a correspond- 
ing morphism and its branching curve (see Section 3.3). We can then give the de1 Pezzo 
scheme we want in the form of a homogeneous polynomial of degree 4 in 3 variables 
with integer coefficients which reduces to polynomials corresponding to these surfaces 
in the way described below. We include Propositions 5 and 6 to show that this 
determines a de1 Pezzo scheme as desired. 
Proposition 5. Let K he u field qf charucteristic # 2, und Q c Pi he u nonsingular 
quartic. There is a bijection [ TC: X + P2; X II surf&e, TC u morphism,,jinite locully,free of 
runk 2 with branching locus Q)/E - If E Up2,Cd4)); V(S) = Q}/W*12. 
Proof. Given f E r(P’,C’p(4)) with V(f) = Q, we let _f?:= Cp2( - 2) and denote by 
.d the quasi-coherent sheaf of Cpi-algebras Cpi @ 9 where for each open U L P2, the 
multiplication on lilp2( U) @ 9(U) is given by 
(u,,~,)*(u2,~2):= (UlU2 fflU(~1L’2),U1~2 + uzu,) 
for Ui E Cpi(U), Vi E 9( U). Then X:= Spec(.d) [7, II, EX 5.173 is a surface with 
a morphism n : X + P2 as desired. If we replace ,f by ~‘1; c E K*, we get an isomorphic 
surface. 
Suppose, on the other hand, that TI : X -+ P2 is as in the proposition. By definition 
we know that rc*px is a locally free I opl-module of rank 2. Hence, there is an involution 
o of rc*Cr, given by s H trace(s) - s on rr*Lfx( U) for each open U L P2. It follows that 
rr.+L’~ 2 CpZ @ 9 where the invertible sheaf 9 is the eigenspace for the eigenvalue 
~ 1 of O. As n branches over Q, the cokernel of the injection 9@’ it Cf’,,2 is i,C,, 
where i: Q 4 P2 is the inclusion, giving the short exact sequence 
By definition the kernel of i# is the ideal sheaf .yo; hence, the exact sequence implies 
that there is a unique isomorphism LZ @’ + 9, through which j factors. By definition 
of Q we have -9, z ILp2( - 4), and therefore 6p z C:pz( - 2). We fix an isomorphism 
x: 9 ? Cpp2( - 2); then there is a unique f E T(P2, C’r(4)) with V(f) = Q such that 
i:T002 + Cf pl factors as 
where the second map is given by the multiplication by j: Suppose (X, TC) and (X’, 7-r’) 
are two surfaces with morphisms to P2 as above, and we have an isomorphism 
4 :X + X’ such that ~‘14 = n. Then 4” gives an isomorphism of c.Z-modules 
Y + Y’, and consequently we have ,f’= c2 .,f” for some c E K*. 
Proposition 6. Each X mentioned uhe is u de1 Pezzo surfbe of degree 2. 
Proof. Given an ,f E r( P2, Cp2(4)) defining a nonsingular quartic in P2, let 7~: X + P2 
be the corresponding morphism and surface. 
Since X is integral, we can prove its smoothness by showing that fix/K is locally free 
of rank 2 17, III, 10.0.21. Let U2 be the affine piece D+(.uZ) c P2, then nm1(U2) 
z Spec(K[u, a,~]/(%’ - g(u, c))), where u = .x0/.x2, r = x,/.x2, and g( u, c) = 
x,4,f(.~g:~1:.~2).0nn~1(U2),thesheafR,:, is generated by du, dc, and dcc. If we let 
g,, = ?yf(?u and gl- = i;<~j?v, then on D(g,) we have du = s; ‘( 2tda - gl.dc) while on 
D(g,.) we have dzl = slT ’ (2rdr - y,du). As ,f is nonsingular, D(<J,,) and D(y,.) cover 
n- ‘( U,), and we may conclude that on ic- ’ (U,) the sheaf Qx:k is locally free of rank 
2. Analogous computations with U. := D, (so) and U1 := D, ( x1) show that this 
holds everywhere. 
Let us show the ampleness of (Q&k.)) ‘. The map z*@,‘~ + &, sends du A dll to 
du A dc = 2xg, ‘du A dm on D(g,.) and du A dv = 29~;’ dc A dsc on D(LJ,,). Thus, the 
generator of Q&K is sent to %.(generator of Qiih.). It follows that Q:/, z 
(7r*(lp2( ~ 3))(D), where D is the divisor of x on X; hence ((8i:I())‘)o’ 2 n*I’,~(2), 
which is ample since 7~ is a finite morphism. This in turn implies that (FL?~,,)~’ is 
ample. As 71 is finite, it also implies that X is projective. 
To prove that X is a de1 Pezzo surface, we must also show that Xk. is birationally 
equivalent to Pi. As (Q,!:K))’ is ample, X, is either ruled or rational ([7, V, 6.11). 
Suppose that it is ruled, i.e. birationally equivalent to C x Pi for some curve C. If 
C has genus g, then p,( X,) = x( Cfmx,) - 1 = - 9. Hence, it is sufficient to show that 
p,( X,) = 0. Since 7~ is finite, we have H’( X,, cx,) z H’( Pi, z*C ,y,) while we know 
that n*c’ E Fpz @ Ccp;( - 2). Calculations now show that p,(X,) = 0. 
ThedeiFeiofXisgiven by(R~l,))l.(Q$lk.))* =(~c*Cc’,~( -3))(D).(7r*C’,J( -3))(D). 
Since TL is finite, and we have Y(Tc*D) z CLpl(4) and Y(2D) 2 7c*GpZ(4) by definition 
of D, it follows using the projection formula that (Qi,,) ’ (Qf,,) ’ = 2. 
We conclude that X is a de1 Pezzo surface of degree 2. 0 
3.3. Explicit results 
If X is isomorphic to P2 blown up in 7 rational points PI, , P,, then a basis of 
-/;=~sEH”(Po,(~~2~K)~1);s(Pi)=O~iJ givesamapP’- [PI, . . ..P.) + P2. If 
we extend this map to X, we get a morphism 7~ : X + P2 which is finite locally free of 
rank 2 and has a nonsingular quartic as branching curve. The exceptional curves 
above the Pi are sent by 71 to bitangents to this quartic. We construct such a morphism 
to P’ in exactly the same way if instead of blowing up in rational points we also blow 
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up in the orbit of a nonrational point under the Frobenius automorphism. Since 
( Q$,.K)- ’ z C’>(3), this means that we use 3 linearly independent cubic polynomials 
that are zero in the orbit and in any other points we are blowing up. As the set in 
which we blow up is invariant under Galois action, the coefficients of these poly- 
nomials can be chosen in the base field K. 
Suppose that we have P2 blown up in PI, . , P, and twisted by a morphism C#I and 
an extension K’ 3 K; let X denote the blown up P2. Recall that the twisted surface 
r? is defined as the quotient of XK, := X x spcctK) Spec( K’) for the morphisms 
4(a) x Spec( g) for all CT E Gal( K’/K). Hence, if we choose a basis of y ‘x, such that its 
elements are invariant under all of these morphisms, we get a morphism from r?,. to 
Pi.. Since r? is defined over Spec( K), the branching quartic will also be defined over 
K. If C#J comes from an automorphism of P2, we can also first twist P2, giving p2. The 
isomorphism P& G pi, then gives the pi in which p2 must be blown up to give the 
twisted surface 2; these are the images of the Pi. 
A morphism of schemes ,f: X + Y that is locally of finite presentation is nonrami- 
fied in x E X iff (Qx:,), = 0, or equivalently iff 8,, r/C I I,T, = 0 [6, Theorem 17.4.11. 
We have just seen that the morphism we are considering is of the form 
(.x0 : .x1 : x2) H (,fo (x) :,fl(x) :.f2(x)). For a rational point x E P2 - i PI, . , P7) such 
thatxEUo=D+(.~g),sayx=(1:tr:~),andf(x)ED+(Ug),say,f’(x)=(1:s:t),wehave 
If we write d(.f,#(k)) = u.d(z) + c-d(z) and d(,f,#(z)) = h-d(g) + d-d(%), then 
Q, x.*J(Pi,(,l = 0 o det 
Thus, the branching curve Q of ,fis given by the images of those points where the 
determinant corresponding to the relevant affine pieces D, (Xi) and D, (fj) is zero. If 
we choose a g E T(P2, CpA(4)) with V(g) = Q, we can check whether this describes our 
de1 Pezzo surface in the sense of Section 3.2. Namely, if we denote the determinant in 
x by det(x), we must have g(,f’(x)) = c2 det(x2) for some nonzero constant c. 
Our result is as follows. 
Theorem 3. Let ,f( x0, x 1, x2 ) he u homogeneous polynomial qf degree 4 with integer 
co@icients. If it.fu(jills the following congruence conditions, then the uction of Gal( o/Q) 
on Pic( X,), where X is the corresponding de1 Pezzo suyficce over Q, bus un image ull of 
* ‘(ET). 
(i) .f = 
(ii) f = 
(xz + x$x: + 2xox~x2 + x0x1.x: + x;’ + x1x:) (mod 3) 
j.(xi + 3x&1 + 5x:x2 + xix: + 3XgXlX2 + 6x6~: + 6x,_+: + 6xoxfx2 
+ 4xox1x~ + 2x0.x: + 4x’: + 4.x:x, + 5x:x: + 2x,x: + x:) (mod 7) 
,ftir some i. E (F7*)2, 
(iii) f = ~.(2.%x$x2 + 4.x0.x: + x,.x:) (mod 29),for some j, E (Ff9)2, 
(iv) f = i(3xi + 10x: + 10x:x2 + 11x:x; + x,x:) (mod 13),for some i E (FT3)2. 
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Corollary 3. The de1 Pezzo swfbce X over Q correspondiny to the quurtit 
f’= 2668.x: ~ 1131x&x, + 663.1$x, ~ 337x$x: - 1 131x~x,x2 - 2262x,$x; 
+ 468.x,x: + 377x,x:x, - 1508x0x1x; - 3393x,x3 + 3364.x; - 1914~;~: 
- 3915x:x; + 2263x,x; + 2262x; 
has the,full Weyl group qf E, as image of Gal(@Q) in its action on Pic(X,). 
4. Trivial Galois action 
The method described in the previous sections can also be used to construct a d 
Pezzo surface X over Q having only trivial action of Gal( e/Q) on Pic( X0). Namely, 
we take rational points in general position in P& and let X be PG blown up in the 
points, then the Galois action on Pic(Xe) is trivial. In the degree 2 case we c; 
describe X by giving the corresponding quartic. In the degree 3 case, a basis 
‘I X = (s E H”(P2, ( C$Z)- ’ ); s( Pi) = 0 Vi} gives an embedding X--, P3 whose image 
the cubic surface corresponding to X [S, Theorem 24.51. 
The rational map from P2 to P2 resp. P3 given by the chosen basis of “Ix that we u 
to give the hypersurface corresponding to X also enables us to give explicit equation 
for the 28 bitangents to the quartic resp. the 27 lines on the cubic surface. These are tl 
images of the exceptional curves on X, which consist of the blown-up Pi and the stri 
transforms in X of the following curves in P2: the lines through exactly 2 of the Pi, tl 
tonics through exactly 5 of the Pi, and for d = 2 the cubits through all 7 points havir 
multiplicity 2 in one of them and 1 in the others 18, Theorem 26.2(ii)(b)-(d)], see al: 
[7, Theorem 4.91 for d = 3). 
Example (deyree3). LetXbeP~blownupin(l:O:O),(0:1:0),(0:0:1),(2:2:-1 
(2:-1:3),and(-1:2:4).AsabasisforY‘,wecantake 
- 448x6x, ~ 141x;x, + 355x,x: + 90x,x; 
- 58.~;~~  36x&, + 55x,x: + 30x:x,, 
46x;x, - 3.x&, - 52x0x: + 18x&, 
4X;Xl + 3X;x2 - X0X: + 3X0X1X2. 
The corresponding cubic surface is given by the polynomial 
2.$jx, - XOX~X~ + 180.~0~~ + .Y:x~ - 52~:~s - 5.~1.~: - 80~11~2.~3 
- 78Ox,.u~ - 60x;x3 - 540x,x: + 2170.x:. 
By construction the Galois action on Pic( X0) is trivial for this surface X. 
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